Hox genes play a fundamental role in regulating the embryonic development of 18 all animals. Manipulation of these transcription factors in model organisms has 19
Introduction 35
The developmental mechanisms that determine how genotypes translate into 36 phenotypes and how selection acts on genotypes to shape morphological 37 differences are central to our understanding of the diversity of living 38 organisms 1,2 . Model organisms have been instrumental in our quest to decipher 39 how genetic differences are associated with morphological and physiological 40 disparity 3 , and improved technologies for genetic modifications will aid in 41 further elucidating genotype-phenotype interrelations 4 . One interesting example 42 is the recent work by Nakamura et al. (2016) , which utilized CRISPR-Cas9 to 43 knock out three Hox13 copies (Aa, Ab, and D) in zebrafish (Danio rerio) to 44 investigate the role of these genes in the transition from fins to limbs. Although 45 experiments like these are now feasible, the pleiotropic effects of genes involved 46 in fundamental developmental processes, such as those of the large Hox gene 47 family, present challenges and limitations to the phenotypic variation that can 48 easily be induced in model organisms through genetic engineering. Examining 49 naturally occurring extreme phenotypes in close relatives of model organisms 50 thus provides a novel source of phenotypic and genotypic variation that is 51 becoming increasingly important in improving our understanding of the 52 molecular basis of evolutionary changes 5 . 53
Discovered around 200 years ago 6 , the zebrafish has been used as a 54 molecular model organism since the 1980s and is currently one of the most 55 important model systems for studying vertebrate development, genome 56 evolution, toxicology, physiology, behavior, and disease 7,8 . Comparative efforts 57 have so far focused on closely related Danio species 9,10 , but recent studies have 58 revealed that the diversity of zebrafish mutants is surpassed by the range of 59 phenotypic variation among several of its related species in the wild 3,11,12 . Some 60 of these other members of Cyprinidae (e.g Paedocypris, Sundadanio, and 61 Danionella) are characterized by developmental truncation [13] [14] [15] [16] and 62 morphological novelties [16] [17] [18] and thus offer additional, underappreciated 63 potential for comparative studies and promise fundamental and transformative 64 advances in our understanding of the molecular underpinnings of evolutionary 65 change leading to novelty and adaptation at a genetic and phenotypic level 3 . 66
The Series Otophysi, which includes Cyprinidae, represents one of the 67 earliest diverging teleostean lineages, and the phylogeny of this lineage remains 68 controversial 13,19-23 . One particularly difficult taxon to place confidently is the 69 recently discovered miniaturized dwarf minnow genus Paedocypris 13,15,21,22,24 70 found in the highly acidic blackwater of endangered peat swamp forests in 71 Southeast Asia. This genus of tiny vertebrates includes the world's smallest fish, 72 maturing at ~8 mm 25 . Paedocypris exhibits an extreme case of organism-wide 73 progenesis or developmental truncation, resulting in an anatomical adult 74 condition closely resembling that of a 7.5 mm zebrafish larva, with over 40 bones 75 not developed 15 . To investigate the genomic signatures of developmental 76 truncation, we sequenced and compared the genomes of two representatives of 77 the genus Paedocypris; P. carbunculus and P. micromegethes. The genome 78 signatures of these two species allow the distinction of genus-specific from 79 species-specific genomic changes and thus enable identification of features 80 associated with the extreme phenotype of Paedocypris. By comparing their 81 genomes with those of other teleosts, including the closely related zebrafish, we 82 identify Paedocypris-specific genomic signatures of developmental truncation in 83 the form of loss of various key developmental genes, mirroring their progenetic 84 phenotype. We further demonstrate how the Paedocypris genome size has been 85 reduced through shorter genes due to significantly shorter introns compared to 86 zebrafish, while exon lengths and gene numbers have remained relatively 87 unchanged. We find that the Paedocypris genomes are comparable in size and 88 gene structure (i.e short introns and compact genomes) to those of the two 89 pufferfish model organisms; Bb, we recover all genes on one to three contiguous sequences in synteny with 114 Danio rerio (Figure 1a ). Two scaffolds in both Paedocypris species cover the 115 HoxBa cluster; however, functional copies of hoxB10a and hoxB7a cannot be 116 identified in this region. In total, 10 of the zebrafish Hox genes appear to be 117 absent in Paedocypris, and their predicted positions are illustrated as red lines in 118 Figure 1a . While the remaining Hox clusters are recovered as more fragmented, 119 most of the genetic regions are covered by contiguous sequences containing 120 intact copies of other Hox genes in at least one of the two Paedocypris species. 121 None of the 10 Hox genes could be detected in other parts of the genomes by 122 sequence similarity searches, strengthening the hypothesis that these genes are 123 indeed lost in this lineage. Although extensive Hox gene loss has been reported 124 for other cyprinids, these are secondary losses, following genome duplication 125 events 29 . Figure 1b Given its progenetic phenotype and the fact that ~20% of the zebrafish Hox gene 143 repertoire is apparently absent in Paedocypris, we also investigated the presence 144 
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Ancestral gene loss determined the overlap in gene space between the two Paedocypris species, the 146 zebrafish, and the two tetraodontid models Di. nigroviridis and T. rubripes, as 147 these pufferfishes have similarly small genomes as the Paedocypris species. 148 Figure 2a shows the number of shared orthogroups for all species, identified 149 using OrthoFinder 33 , and highlights the number of orthogroups without 150 orthologs in Paedocypris (numbers in bold). We used the set of genes from these 151 1,160 orthogroups to identify a comprehensive list of 1,581 genes that had gene 152 ontologies associated with different system development pathways and pattern 153 specific processes in D. rerio (Methods and Supplementary Table 2 ). These 1,581 154 genes were then used as queries to screen the genomic sequences and annotated 155 protein sets of Paedocypris. Fourteen of these genes, primarily involved in 156 skeletal-(ucmab, disc1 and lbh), muscle-(ccdc78 and marcksa), and nervous 157 system (nkx2.9, pho, cntf, thfrsf1b, tnfrsf19 and lepa) development, were not 158 found in either of the Paedocypris species (Figure 2b ). Adjacent flanking genes in 159 zebrafish could, however, be identified in Paedocypris for all 14 genes 160 ( Supplementary Table 3 ). zebrafish and pufferfishes. Based on the topology of gene trees generated for 175 these genes, we differentiated between genes originating from duplication 176 events predating the divergence of Paedocypris and Danio, where only one copy 177 is retained in zebrafish ( Figure 2c ), and Paedocypris-specific gene duplication 178 events ( Figure 2d ). Interestingly, although only four genes could be identified as 179 recent duplicates in Paedocypris, two of these (ttc21b and ruvbl1) are associated 180 with deformed phenotypes in zebrafish, including shortening of the anterior-181 posterior axis and decreased head size 32 . 182 183
Genome miniaturization through intron shortening 184
In parallel to their miniaturized body size, the two Paedocypris species show a 185 surprising evolutionary trajectory in terms of genome miniaturization. 186
Compared to the genome sizes of zebrafish (~1,5 Gb) 7,32 and other cyprinid 187 fishes (0.81-3.5 Gb) 36 , we find that the two Paedocypris species have 188 substantially smaller genomes (0.45-0.52 Gb), yet similar numbers of genes 189 (Table 1) with the gene set constituting on average 29-30% of the total genome length in 209
Paedocypris and the tetraodontids and 40% in zebrafish. Further, even though 210 we detected minor differences in this gene set regarding the average number of 211 exons per gene in Paedocypris (10.04) compared to D. rerio (11.21), the observed 212 47% reduction in total exon length of Paedocypris in relation to zebrafish cannot 213 be attributed to exon loss alone, as the two tetraodontids show very similar 214 results to Paedocypris with even higher average exon count (11.89). However, 215 the majority of the total gene length reduction observed in Paedocypris and 216 tetraodontids is due to an 80-84% reduction in overall intron size (Figure 2a ). 217
To rule out that the overall reduction in intron size is driven by a highly deviant 218 fraction of the Paedocypris and tetraodontid gene sets, we also investigated the 219 distribution of gene-, exon-, and intron-lengths of this common gene set (Fig 2b) . 220
We observe that zebrafish has substantially fewer short genes compared to all 221 other species, with an average gene length 4.3-5.5 longer than that of 222
Paedocypris and tetraodontids. This is not unexpected, as previous studies have 223 reported a lineage-specific expansion of intron size 41 , resulting in an additional 224 peak of intron lengths between 1,000-2,000 bp in zebrafish, shown in Figure 3b . 225
Based on our results, it is apparent that the reduced average gene length in 226
Paedocypris is driven by a substantial shift towards consistently shorter introns, 227 similar to, but not as extreme as, in the two tetraodontids. This is further 228 illustrated by the calculated median sizes depicted in Fig. 3b . 
Repeat content reduction and genome evolution 241
The genome size of an organism evolves through the relative rate of insertions 242 and deletions and through the effect of natural selection that either favors or 243 eliminates these changes. Genome shrinkage has thus been postulated to evolve 244 through a bias in the rate of insertions relative to deletions 42 , but the impact of 245 this mechanism, and its importance in genome size evolution is still debated 43 . 246 Importantly, even though deletions indeed appear to be more frequent than 247 insertions, the latter tend to include significantly more base pairs, resulting in 248 the gradual increase in genome size in eukaryotes 42 . Although several other 249 types of mutational activity can promote genome-size expansion, self-replicating 250 mobile elements (i.e. transposons) have been identified as the most prominent 251 Table 4 ). Based on the timing 292 of the divergence events leading to crown Paedocypris and the calculated 293 substitution rate (see Methods), we investigated the proportions of "ancient" and 294 "lineage specific" TEs. Interestingly, only 0.05 -0.25% of the Paedocypris 295 transposons appear to have been incorporated into their genomes after these 296 two species diverged (Figure 4) . 297
As Paedocypris thus appears to have reversed the general trend of DNA 298 gain 43,43 towards gradual DNA loss, as indicated by their low TE content, we 299 investigated whether this could have been achieved through silencing of 300 transposon activity 40 . We thus explored the genomic content of the PIWI-like 301 genes (PIWIl1 and PIWIl2), which are known for silencing transposons in 302 zebrafish and other vertebrates 51,52 . Interestingly, we identified additional copies 303 of PIWIl1 in both Paedocypris genomes, located in a conserved region ~4 Mb 304 upstream of PIWIl1 on zebrafish chromosome 8, as shown in Figure 5 . One of 305 these gene duplications is shared between the two Paedocypris species and 306 therefore appears to have evolved prior to their divergence, while an additional, 307 third copy is found exclusively in P. carbunculus (Fig. 5a ). These lineage-specific 308 duplications suggest that the gradual genome miniaturization has been, at least 309 in part, attained through increased transposon silencing, leading to a bias of DNA 
Chromosome fusion 327
Another interesting feature of the miniaturized genome of Paedocypris is the 328 reduced number of chromosomes compared to that of zebrafish. While most 329
Cypriniformes have ≥ 24 chromosomes 53 in the haploid metaphase and zebrafish 330 has 25, P. carbunculus only features 15 chromosomes 54 . Since we did not find any 331 indication of large-scale chromosome loss, as would be indicated by substantial 332 gene loss, this discrepancy implies that genome miniaturization in Paedocypris 333 spp. has been accompanied by chromosomal fusion since they diverged from 334 their last common ancestor with zebrafish. In order to identify regions on 335 different chromosomes in the zebrafish genome that are now tightly linked in the 336
Paedocypris genome, we looked for syntenic regions in Paedocypris that contain 337 at least six genes from two different chromosomes in zebrafish. Figure 6 shows 338 the three scaffolds identified in each of the Paedocypris species fulfilling these 339 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 scf: criteria. In both species, nine genes from chromosomes 9 and 21 in zebrafish are 340 co-localized on a single scaffold. For chromosome 11 in zebrafish, we find good 341 evidence in different regions for a fusion with chromosome 1 in P. carbunculus 342 but also chromosome 2 in P. micromegethes, suggesting that either all three 343 chromosomes may have fused or that species-specific fusion events may have 344 occurred. Although the remaining two putative fusion events can only be 345 Paedocypris genomes represent a derived state, having evolved from an ancestor 365 with a substantially larger genome and a larger body size. Reduced genome size 366 has also been reported in other vertebrates 37,38 , yet these reductions include 367 large segmental deletions, chromosome fissions, and massive losses of protein 368 coding genes, which we do not observe in the miniaturized genomes of 369
Paedocypris. Moreover, while reduced genome sizes in birds and bats can 370 probably be explained by the adaptation to flight through the need for higher 371 metabolic rates 55 , the causes of genome size reduction in fishes seem in general 372 less apparent. However, the reduced genome sizes in Paedocypris may also have 373 evolved as a response to a selection for higher metabolic rate, mediated in this 374 case by its extreme habitat (i.e. low oxygen concentrations and pH < 4.0) rather 375 than rapid locomotion. 376
Small body size has arisen among miniature cyprinids in two different 377 ways, either as proportionate dwarfism, resulting in miniature but otherwise 378 identical copies of their larger ancestors, or through developmental truncation 379 or progenesis leading to larval appearance of the tiny mature fish 13, 14 . Paedocypris species is of special interest as these genes represent the 416 termination of the patterning system. Hoxd13 was also one of the genes targeted 417 in the successful CRISPR-Cas9 knockout experiment in the zebrafish 59 , that 418 showed that the Hox genes play a very similar role in patterning during 419 development of both fins bones, and thus elucidated the evolutionary transition 420 from fins to limbs. We propose that future studies of similar nature should 421 consider using Paedocypris species as a complementary system to the zebrafish 422 
Genome assembly 459
Both Paedocypris genomes were initially assembled using two different assembly 460 programs, the "Overlap-Layout-Consensus" based Celera Assembler 60 and the 461 "de Bruijn graph" based DISCOVAR de novo 61 . We then used the Metassembler 462 software 62 to merge and optimize these two assemblies, producing a 463 reconsolidated single assembly with superior quality for each of the two 464
Paedocypris species (Table 1, Supplementary Note, and Supplementary Table 5 ). 465
466
Assembly quality assessment 467
The quality of the different genome assemblies was assessed by comparing the 468 proportion of conserved genes detected, as a measure of gene-space 469 completeness. We used the program BUSCO v2.0 (Benchmarking Universal 470
Single-Copy Orthologs) 63 , which searches for 4,584 highly conserved single-copy 471 actinopterygian genes. Results are listed in Table 1 . 472
We also assessed the assembly quality of the three different assembly Table 1 ). The similarity stringency threshold used in these 503 searches was 1e -20 . We also conducted additional searches using Exonerate 504 v2.2.0 69 for genes whose presence could not be established based on the BLAST 505 search. For those genes that could not be detected using either method, 506 additional searches were conducted using the orthologous protein sequence 507 from the cave tetra (Astyanax mexicanus). Contiguous sequences from both 508
Paedocypris genomes were extracted from the scaffolds assembled with 509
Metassembler, spanning all hit regions plus 10 kb upstream and downstream of 510 each hit. These scaffold sequences were aligned to the orthologous sequences 511 extracted from the zebrafish genome (GRCz10) using mVista 70 . 512 513
Identification of lost and expanded developmental genes 514
In order to obtain a complete list of genes from D. rerio that were associated with 515 various developmental pathways that could be compromised in Paedocypris, we 516 started out with the orthogroups found not to contain orthologs from either 517
Paedocypris species, as identified using OrthoFinder 33 . We further utilized the 518 gene ontology information associated with all genes belonging to these 519 orthogroups, and identified key gene ontology terms: GO:0009948 (anterior-520 posterior axis formation), GO:0009950 (dorsal-ventral axis formation), 521 GO:0040007 (growth), GO:0007517 (muscle organ development), GO:0007399 522
(nervous system development), GO:0001501 (skeletal system development), and 523 GO:0007379 (segment specification). This data set contained 1,581 unique genes 524 from D. rerio, and 64 of these genes could not be detected in the Paedocypris 525 genome sequences using TBLASTN 68 with a similarity cutoff of 1e -20 , and their 526 presence was further examined by running Exonerate 69 (v2.2.0). Based on the 527 Exonerate results, reciprocal BLAST searches, annotation, and identification of 528 flanking genes, we could confidently determine that 14 of these genes were 529 indeed not present in either of the Paedocypris genomes. Using expression data 530 from Ensembl 32 , we reconstructed the hypothetically affected body segments in 531
Paedocypris, as illustrated in Figure 2b . 532
We further investigated whether we could confidently identify 533 developmental genes that are now duplicated in Paedocypris but not in D. rerio. 534
From the full list of orthogroups, we identified 138 groups that were represented 535 by a single copy in the two tetraodontid pufferfishes and in D. rerio, but by two 536 apparent copies in both Paedocypris species. The alignments of these genes were 537 then screened for missing data, and based on manual inspection of these 538 alignments, only alignments with < 35% missing data were included in further 539 analysis. Out of the 35 genes that met this criterion, 19 could be confirmed 540 through annotation, and had a gene tree consistent with the two hypotheses 541 outlined in Figure 2c and 2d. 542 543
Gene space evolution 544
In order to assess the changes of gene-, exon-, and intron sizes in Paedocypris we 545 first identified the proteomic overlap of Paedocypris, D. rerio, Di. nigroviridis, and 546 T. rubripes by running the software OrthoFinder 33 on the complete protein sets 547 of these five species. We used the full protein sets from Ensembl 32 (v. 80): D. 548 rerio (GRCz10) , Di. nigroviridis (TETRAODON8), and T. rubripes(FUGU4). 549
However, as some of the D. rerio genes have more than one protein or transcript 550 in the Ensembl database, the output from BioMart (31,953 genes and 57,349 551 proteins) was filtered so that only the longest protein sequence from each gene 552 was used in the analysis, and genes without protein sequences were removed. 553
This resulted in a set of 25,460 genes with a single protein prediction. For the 554 Paedocypris species, the "standard" gene sets resulting from the annotation were 555 used as input. These sets were filtered to include only genes with AED 556 (Annotation Edit Distance) scores < 1 or those with a Pfam domain. By using only 557 genes belonging to the 10,368 orthogroups found to contain orthologs from all 558 these species (Fig. 2a ), we obtained a comprehensive but conservative dataset as 559 the basis for these analyses. Information about each of the corresponding genes 560 in D. rerio, Di. nigroviridis, and T. rubripes was obtained from BioMart, and 561 included the Ensembl gene and protein ID, and the chromosome name in 562 addition to the start and stop position for each gene, transcript, and exon. Intron 563 sizes were then calculated on the basis of exon positions, using a custom script 564 ("gene_stats_from_BioMart.rb"). In some cases, the sum of exons and introns did 565 not equal the total length of a gene, which appears to be caused by inconsistency 566 in the registration of UTR regions in the Ensembl database for individual genes. 567
In these cases, to be conservative with regard to intron length estimates, the 568 gene length was shortened to correspond to the sum of the exons and the 569 corresponding introns between these. 570
Intron and exon lengths for the two Paedocypris species were calculated 571 in a similar manner, but on the basis of the "standard" filtered annotation file in 572 "gff" format produced as part of the annotation pipeline. Also for these species, 573 the intron lengths were determined on the basis of identified exons, with another 574 custom script ("gene_stats_from_gff.rb"). Gene-, exon-, and intron length 575 4a) were plotted with the R package ggplot2 based on the ".aligned" output file 590 from RepeatMasker. The proportion of repeats originating from specific time 591 (2016), we applied a lower dN/dS threshold of 0.25 to exclude markers 625 potentially affected by positive selection, and we removed all markers for which 626 no homologs could be detected in one or more of the eight otophysan genomes. 627
We also applied stricter thresholds on clock-like evolution of candidate markers, 628 so that all genes with an estimated coefficient of rate variation above 0.8 as well 629 as those with a mean mutation rate above 0.0004 per site per million years were 630 excluded. We identified 138 genes with a total alignment length of 135,286 bp 631 which were subsequently used for analysis with BEAST v.2.4.5 50 . Since the 632 topology of otophysan taxa has previously been resolved with a more 633 comprehensive phylogenetic dataset 21 , we here focused on the inference of 634 divergence times only, by using the topology inferred by Stout 
Identification of PIWI-like genes 647
We investigated the presence of PIWI-like genes in the genomes of the two 648
Paedocypris species and the other cyprinids using Exonerate 69 (v2.2.0) with the 649 longest transcripts available for the two PIWI-like homologs from zebrafish; 650 PIWIl1 (ENSDARG00000041699) and PIWIl2 (ENSDARG00000062601). Regions 651 containing sequences spanning more than three introns were aligned to the 652 zebrafish exons using mafft 76 as implemented in AliView 77 (v1.17.1) . Intron 653 sequences were aligned manually based on the established exon structure, using 654 the full-length scaffold sequences. Local gene synteny to zebrafish chromosome 655 8, surrounding the putative PIWIl1 copies, was confirmed through reciprocal 656 BLAST searches using both the MAKER2 annotated proteins and proteins 657 predicted by GeneScan (online version) 78 as queries. 658 659
Identification of chromosomal rearrangements (fusions) 660
As P. carbunculus has been shown to have a haploid chromosome count of 15 661
[ 54 ], potential chromosomal fusions were investigated on the basis of disrupted 662 synteny of zebrafish chromosomes in relation to Paedocypris. 663
We identified putative homologous regions between the zebrafish genome 664 assembly and each of the Paedocypris species' genome assemblies by using 665 MCScanX 79 . In short, the predicted proteins for each Paedocypris species were 666 merged with predicted proteins from zebrafish into a single file, and BLASTP 68 667 was executed with this file as both query and target, thus identifying putative 668 homologs both within each species and between. The genomics positions of the 669 proteins were extracted from the annotation files, and the BLASTP results and 670 the genomic positions were provided to MCScanX for identifying the putative 671 homologous regions. 672 673
